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This cheerful sunflower congratulations card is very simple to make and involves stamping, some 
simple masking, and coloring...that's it!

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Daffodil Delight cardstock to 8-1/2" X 5-1/2", score at 4-1/4"•
Panel - Cut 1 Night of Navy cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"•
Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5" x 3-3/4"•
Inside Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"•
Scrap of Basic White cardstock for punched label•
Scrap of Night of Navy cardstock for label mat•

1. 

Using Tuxedo Black Memento ink stamp the large sunflower from the Celebrate Sunflowers 
stamp set onto the 5" x 3-3/4" white panel.  Stamp the image towards the top of the panel 
when viewing the panel on portrait orientation.

2. 

Stamp the same sunflower image onto a Post-It Note.  Fussy cut around the sunflower 
image.  You only need to partially stamp the sunflower image onto the Post-It note.  You will 
use this as a mask for stamping the leaves so they appear to be sitting underneath the 
sunflower.

3. 
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Using the same sunflower stamp, partially stamp the sunflower in Tuxedo Black Memento 
ink on the front of the envelope, the envelope flap and on the inside white card panel.

4. 

Using the sunflower mask that you created in step no. 3, place the mask over the sunflower 
that you stamped onto the white panel, being sure to line up the mask with the stamped 
sunflower.  Using the single large leaf image from the Celebrate Sunflowers stamp set, 
stamp two leaves on the lower portion of the sunflower in Tuxedo Black Memento ink.  Refer 
to photo above for placement.

5. 

Now, use the sunflower mask to mask the sunflowers on the envelope front, envelope flap, 
and inside white panel to stamp leaves.

6. 

You will need the following colors of Stampin' Blends to color in the images:  Daffodil Delight, 
Pumpkin Pie, Granny Apple Green, Crumb Cake and Balmy Blue.  Note:  Use a scrap 
piece of cardstock or scrap paper when coloring the front of the envelope and 
envelope flap in case the colors bleed through.

Use the light shade of Balmy Blue Stampin' Blends to color in the area around the 
sunflower and leaves.  Using a light blue around the flowers and leaves really helps to 
set off the sunflowers.

•

Use the lightest shade of Granny Apple Green to color all of the leaves.  Use the dark 
shade of Granny Apple Green to darken the area of the leaves that fall directly under 
the flower petals to indicate shadow.

•

Use the dark shade of Crumb Cake to color the outer ring of the center of the 
sunflowers.  You can also use this shade for the center of the sunflowers.

•

For the centers of the sunflowers, use the dark shade of Daffodil Delight to color the 
middle ring of the sunflower center.

•

Use the dark shade of Daffodil Delight to color all of the sunflower petals.  Use the light 
shade of Pumpkin Pie to darken the petals that are laying behind other petals as that is 
where a shadow would fall. You can also use Pumpkin Pie to shade the centers of the 
petals closest to the center of the flower.

•

7. 

Stamp the sentiment onto a piece of Basic White cardstock and use the Label Me Lovely 8. 
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punch to punch out the sentiment.
From a scrap piece of Night of Navy cardstock, punch out another label using the Label Me 
Lovely punch.  Glue this Night of Navy label to the back of the white sentiment label, 
dropping the Night of Navy label so that it  drops below the white label on the bottom.

9. 

Adhere the inside panel to the inside of the card base.10. 
Adhere the white colored panel to its Night of Navy panel, then adhere this to the front of the 
card base in the lower right corner.

11. 

Using the black twine from the Baker's Twine Essentials Pack tie a double bow.  Use a Mini 
Glue Dot to adhere the bow to the card front, just above the left of the sentiment label.

12. 

Adhere several Brushed Brass Butterflies to the card front.13. 

The card is complete!  I love the cheerful image of sunflowers...hope you enjoy recreating this 
card!

The products used to create this project are included on the next page.
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Celebrate 
Sunflowers Cling 

Stamp Set 
(English) - 152517

Price: $24.00

Add to Cart

Label Me Lovely 
Punch - 151296

Price: $18.00

Add to Cart

Baker's Twine 
Essentials Pack - 

155475

Price: $11.00

Add to Cart

Brushed Brass 
Butterflies - 

158136

Price: $10.00

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $9.75

Add to Cart

Daffodil Delight 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
119683

Price: $8.75

Add to Cart

Night Of Navy 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
100867

Price: $8.75

Add to Cart

Basic White 
Medium Envelopes 

- 159236

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Tuxedo Black 
Memento Ink Pad - 

132708

Price: $6.00

Add to Cart

Daffodil Delight 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154883

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Pumpkin Pie 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154897

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Granny Apple 
Green Stampin' 
Blends Combo 
Pack - 154885

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Crumb Cake 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154882

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart
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Mini Glue Dots - 
103683

Price: $5.25

Add to Cart

Add All to Cart
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